Elastic Path Developer Training

For extending and customizing on the Elastic Path ecommerce platform

We want to ensure our customers have the best chance of success with their ecommerce implementation, which is why we offer a comprehensive five-day developer training program. This program ensures that your in-house developers can confidently and efficiently develop on the Elastic Path ecommerce platform.

Why should your developers sign up for training?

**Developer-to-developer training**

Our instructors are seasoned developers with hands-on experience developing on the Elastic Path platform for enterprise clients. We’re sharing directly from our development and implementation experience in the code, and can help your developers understand our technology.

**Customized lesson plans**

Just as your ecommerce requirements are unique, so are your training needs. We can cover basic or advanced topics depending on the knowledge base of your team of developers, so you maximize the time on the topics most important to you. The training content will be developed according to your organization’s specific needs, setup, and deployment.

**Convenience**

You can come to us or we can come to you. Your training options are as flexible as our platform. We offer training facilities at Elastic Path offices in Vancouver, Canada or Reading, UK. We can also deliver to your team onsite at your location.

**Higher retention**

We don’t believe in throwing a bunch of theory at you and then leaving you in hopes that something sticks. Over the five days of training we will review best practices and provide hands-on exercises to help your developers better retain the information once training is over.
What does the training cover?

- Storefront demo - includes all of the different features offered out of the box in Elastic Path.

- Commerce Manager demo - involves a review of the business activities associated with Elastic Path from an administrator and business user point of view (e.g., settings framework, managing customers, products, orders, catalogs, payment setup, promotions, etc).

- Architecture - dives into specific parts of the software, and how they work and interact:
  - Frontend (themes, Velocity, Spring MVC, controllers)
  - Backend (JPA/ORM, services, settings, domain model)
  - Targeted selling, price lists, bundling and dynamic content

- Technologies - review the many open source technologies utilized in the Elastic Path platform.

- Developer environment setup - hands on activities to prepare you for development with Elastic Path.

- Deployment - review the basics required to get the Elastic Path binaries running in a production environment.

- Customization approach, risks, and assistance – discover best practices and approaches to modifying the Elastic Path platform to fit your specific needs.

Contact us today

Have more questions? Need to schedule developer training? Email support@elasticpath.com for more information.